The subclass of St which map \z\ <1 onto a "special" star shaped region, i.e. for which Re{z/'(z)//(z)} ^ 1/2 by St*.
The subclass of 5 which map |z| <1 onto a convex region, i.e. for which Re{z/"(z)//'(z)} +1 = 0 by C.
By [4] and [8] we obviously have: Proof. Re{zg'(z)/g(z)} = Re{az/'(z)//(z)+l -a} 5; 1-a ^1/2. For the converse we have: Re{z/'(z)//(z)} =Re{2zg'(z)/g(z) -1} = 0. (Marx [4] has the above theorem for a -1/2.)
The method of Theorem 2.3 for constructing functions of class St* gives some insight into the geometrical nature of the region onto which the unit circle is mapped by functions of class St*. If z = reie is mapped by w=/(z)£St into Re'*, then a comparison of r and P and 9 and <f> tells us about the amount of distortion. We notice that g(z) = {z/(z)} 1/2GSt* reduces the amount of distortion effected by /(z) GSt by an "averaging" process, i.e. z = rew will be mapped by giz) into pej* where p = irR)1'2 and \p = i9+<t>)/2.
3. Distortion theorems for functions of class St*. Proof. By Theorem 2.3 (a = 1/2) and the "Verzerrungs Satz" we have: \z\ /(l + |z| )2 = | g2(z)/z| g \z\ /(l-|z| )2 and hence the Theorem follows. These inequalities are sharp for g(z) =z/(l+z) GSt*, z= ±r. Theorem 3.2. For all g(z)GSt* the domain of values of zg1'(z)/'giz) is the circle with center at 1/(1 -|z\2) and radius |z|/(l -|z|2).
Proof. Let
Giz) = zg'iz)/giz) -1/2 and
Then Hiz) is regular for \z\ <1, iJ(0)=0 and |P"(z)| <1 for \z\ <1.
Hence the Lemma of Schwarz can be applied and we have for \z\ <1
But the domain defined by this inequality is the interior of the Circle of Apollonius with the line segment form 1/(1+ |z|) to 1/(1 -|z|) as a diameter, i.e. the interior of the circle with radius | z\ /(l -| z|2) and center at 1/(1 -|z|2). The function f(z) =z/(l+z)GSt* shows that the theorem cannot be improved. 
Comparing
coefficients we obtain 2(ra -l)a" = c"_i+a2c"_2 + • • • -\-an-iCi, and hence: |a"| ^l/(ra -1) {l + |a2| + • • • +|a"_i| }. It follows now by induction that \an\ ^1 for ra = l,2,3,
•••. The function f(z) =z/(l -z) = 2^n-i znGSt* shows that these inequalities are sharp.
For some kind of a converse we have:
Theorem 4.2. // g(z) =z+ XX2 anzn and if Y^-2 (2ra-l)|a"| ^1 then g(z) GSt*.
Proof. The proof is based on a method used by A. Goodman [3] .
We have: Re \zg'iz)/giz)) 2: 1/2 for \z\ < 1.
Proof. The sufficiency of the condition follows from the Theorem. For the necessity we have:
fl -£ (In -IK*-' (4.9) Re &<*--11 -Re -^-.
I1 Zn=2 (2» -l)a">l, then we could find a positive value of z, r0, for which the numerator of (4.9) would be negative and the denominator positive and hence Re{zg'(z)/g(z)} <l/2 for that value of z and all positive values of z>n>. (See also [7] .) 5. The radius of special star shapedness. We define the radius of special star shapedness, r*, as the upper bound of the radii, r, of circles \z\ ^r, which are mapped by any function f(z)(ES onto a region of special star shapedness, i.e. that for all functions/(z) £5 we have Re{z/'(z)//(z)} 2:1/2 for all \z\ ^r. From the introduction it follows that r* is larger than the bound of convexity (Rundungsschranke) and less than the bound of starlikeness. Therefore 
